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Indian InstitutJ of Technology Kharagpur 
· Department of Physics 
Mid Term Examination 

Subject: Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy 

Full marks: 60 

Number: PH52002 

Time: two hours 
No queries are to be entertained during the examination 

1. Answer all questions; Each question carry 2 marks. 

(a) Calculate wavelength ofHaline for infinite as well as finite nuclear mass ofhydrogen. 
(b) Calculate the difference in wavelength of Ha line in the atomic hydrogen and deuterium. 
(c) Sketch the splitting ofHaline due to relativistic correction to the kinetic energy. 
(d) Sketch the splitting ofHaline due to spin-orbit interaction. 
(e) Sketch the fine structure of Ha line. 
(f) Sketch the splitting ofHaline due to normal Zeeman effect. 
(g) Sketch the splitting of Ha line due to anomalous Zeeman effect. 
(h) Draw the spectral series of Hydrogen and Sodium atoms for non relativistic case. 
(i) Show the doublet structure of speclrallines ofNa. 
(j) The wavelength ofD1 & D2 lines are 5896 A and 5890 A. Calculate the magnetic field strength at 

which the lowest Zeeman level of 2
P312 term would coincide with the highest level of the 2Pv2 term, if 

the conditions for the anomalous Zeeman effect were still fulfilled. 

i. Answer all questions; Each question carry 10 marks. 

(a) Write Dirac HamiltoJ1ian (-~/c2) for hydrogen like atom. Using perturbation theory, calculate energy 
expression considering only relativistic correction to kinetic energy. 

(b) Derive a general expression for energy Enk of hydrogen like atom from Bohr-Sommerfield theory. 

(c) Derive the expression for magnetic moment ~1, ~s, ~j using vector model. 

(d) Write Dirac Hamiltonian for hydrogen like atom in a very strong magnetic field. Calculate the energy 
using perturbation theory. 

[Fundamental constants: h= 6.626 x 10-34 J.s; c= 3 x 108 ms-1
; Eo= 8.854 x 10-

12 
Fm-

1
; a= 1/137; e = 

1.6 X 10-19 C ; I11e = 9.11 X 10-31 kg; Mp ~ 1.67 X 10-27 kg; ao = 5.291 X 10-ll m; ~B = 9.274 X 10-24 
J.T

1
• 

Conversion: 1 J = 6.241 x 1018 eV; 1m= 10
10 A.] 
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